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This work reports the discovery of a new driftwave eigenmode in the W7-X from the first

ever nonlinear gyrokinetic simulation of microturbulence in the stellarator incorporating both

full flux-surface and kinetic electrons. Global simulations are necessary to study key physics

of the non-axisymmetric stellarator such as linear toroidal coupling of multiple-n toroidal har-

monics (e.g., localization of eigenmodes to discrete magnetic field lines, linear coupling be-

tween zonal flows and low-n harmonics etc), turbulence spreading, and secular radial drift of

helically-trapped particles. In this work, global gyrokinetic simulations using the GTC code [1]

find a new electrostatic helically trapped electron mode (HTEM) driven by a realistic density

gradient in the W7-X. The HTEM is excited by helically trapped electrons at the toroidal sec-

tion with a weak magnetic field. The linear eigenmode is localized to discrete field lines on the

inner side of the torus. Nonlinear simulations find that the HTEM saturates by inverse cascade

of the toroidal harmonics from a linear range of n=[100,300] to a nonlinear range of n=[0,200]

and by turbulence spreading to the damped region across the whole flux-surface and in the ra-

dial direction. Zonal flows play a secondary role in the HTEM saturation. The saturated HTEM

turbulence drives a large particle diffusivity comparable to the heat conductivity driven by the

ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence [2] with similar gradient scale lengths. The HTEM

can only be captured by full flux-surface simulations since helically trapped electrons residing

in different flux-tubes can either drive or damp the HTEM. The full flux-surface simulations

with kinetic electrons only become feasible thanks to the GTC global field-aligned mesh in

real space, which reduces the number of parallel grid points by a factor of 150 in these W7-X

simulations.
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